
OneChicago ~ 
Via Electronic Mail 

December 20, 2013 

Ms. Melissa Jurgens 
Secretary 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Three Lafayette Centre 
1155 21st Stt·eet, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20581 

Re: Security Futures Product Ru le Submission - Amendments to the OCX Rulebook 
to Incorporate Weekly Futures- Revised Submission 

Dear Ms. Jurgens: 

Pursuant to section 5c(c)(l) of the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended (the "AcC'), 
and § 41.24 of the regulations promulgated by the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission ("CFTC" or the "Commission") under the Act, OneChicago, LLC 
("OneChicago," "OCX," or the ''Exchange") hereby submits the following amendments 
to the OCX Rulebook to incorporate weekly futures with shortened physical delivery 
settlement cycles. This revised filing contains technical revisions to OCX's December 
10, 2013 filing. A red line version of OCX's original filing is attached as Exhibit B. 
OCX's original filing was not placed on its public website at the time of filing, 
Therefore, OCX is revising the effective date of its original filing to provide market 
participants with sufficient notice of the original submission. No substantive changes 
have been made to OCX's original December 10, 2013 filing. The U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission ("SEC") has informed OCX that OCX docs not need to file th is 
rule certification with the SEC. Although OCX already lists weekly futures, the 
Exchange is submitting the following amendments to conform the OCX Rulcbook to the 
operation of the expedited physical delivery settlement feature of the new weekly 
futures. 1 

Rule 414. Position Limits and Position Accountability 

Rule 414 grants the Exchange authori1y to establish position limits as permitted by the 
Commission. The rule describes the requirements for market participants to comply with 
position limits, describes the process for· seeking an exemption from position limits, and 

1 OneChicago plans to delist its curTent weekly futures , which are not dividend-protected and do not have 
the expedited physical delivery settlement feature of the new weekly futut·es. 
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sets forth the position accountability rule. The rule is being amended to explain that 
contracts overlaying the same commodity2 and expiring on the same day are aggregated 
fot• the purposes of position limits. CutTently, OncChicago lists two types of futures 
contracts: its traditional "I C" product and its OCX.NoDivRisk® "I D'' product. With the 
planned introduction of weekly futures, OneChicago will have an additional contract 
expiring on each monthly expiry day (i.e., the third Friday of each month) that it will 
aggregate with the 1 C and l D contracts for purposes of position 1 imits. 

In accordance with industry practice, OneChicago futures contracts (the 1 C and I D) 
expire on the third Friday of every month. OneChicago's planned weekly futures will be 
denoted by the symbol "W." Un like our traditional monthly futures in which each month 
contains only two contracts (the I C and !D) for each underlying security, there will be 
multiple weekly contracts overlaying an identical security in one calendar month. Each 
consecutive week will be tagged with a n~merical suffix corresponding to which week of 
the month the contract expires in. For example, the contract expiring the first Priday of 
the month will be the 1 W for that month, the contract expiring the second Friday of the 
month will be the 2W for that month, and so forth. Every month will therefore have 
either four or five weekly contracts listed, depending on the number of weeks in that 
particular month. 

When the new weekly futures begin trading on OCX, the 3W will expir·e alongside the 
1 C and I D contracts on the third Friday of every month. Since the same concerns with 
regard to orderly cxpii·y cycles app ly to the new 3 W contract as do to the I C and I D, 
OCX is amending its Rule 414 to clarify that position limits apply to all contracts with 
the same underlying and that expire on the same day. 3 

Furthermore, Rule 414 wi ll be amended to add that position limits for weekly futures 
contracts will always be in effect. Currently, position limits are in place for the last five 
days oftrading before expiry. The weekly futures will be listed for a maximum duration 
of six bt1siness days (listed on the Friday of the week before expiry week and expire the 
following Friday). l f OneChicago did not impose constant position limits on weekly 
futures, the Exchange would be al lowing market participants to exceed position limits 
that m·e not yet effective on listing Friday, but then ·r•equit•e them to immediately reduce 
their positions before the close of business on that same day. In order to prevent the 
tnarket disruption that may t·esult ft·om such a rule, OneChicago is imposing a constant 
position limit requirement on weekly futmes. 

Finally, Rule 414(g) regarding position accol]ntabi lity will be amended to clarify that the 
position accountability rule applies to all contracts overlaying the same commodity. 

2 OneChicago's p1'oducts are limited to Secmity Futures, which are defined as "contract[s] for the sale or 
future delivery of a single security or of a narrow-based security index." See 7 USC I a(44). No 
OneChicago pmducts overlay a commodity. OneChicago plans to amend its Rulebook in a future filing to 
remove references to any ·•underlying commodity." 
3 rn practice, OneChicago expects ncat'ly all market participants utilizing its weekly futures to file position 
limit exemptions for their trading in the weekly futures contracts because they will be utilizing the contracts 
in Exchange of Future for Physical transactions, which are considered "qualified hedge tnmsactions" for 
purposes ofOCX Rule 414(b). 



Rulc416. Exchange ofFuture for Physical 

Rule 4 I 6 lists the requirements for engaging in an Exchange of Puture for Physical 
("EFP") transaction. An EFP involves the simultaneous sale (purchase) of stock and 
purchase (sale) of corresponding futures. In economic substance, an EFP utilizing single 
stock futures ("SSFs") is identical to securities lending and equity repo transactions. 

Rule 416(ii) lists the requirement of an EFP that the delivery of the security underlying 
an EFP take place according to prevailing cash market practice. OneChicago is 
amending Ru le 416(ii) to require that the delivery of the security underlying an EFP take 
place according to the Futures contract specifications, which are located in OCX Ru le 
902. OCX is making this change because delivery of the underlying security upon 
entering the EFP will no longer necessarily take place in the three-day settlement cycle 
that is the prevailing cash market practice. Rather, delivery or the underlying security 
will take place accord ing to the contract speci lications. For more information regarding 
these changes, please see the description of the changes ofOCX Rule 902, below. 

Schedule A to Chapter 4 

Schedule A to Chapter 4 ("Schedule A") generally identifies those futures with position 
limit levels greater than the 13,500 contract standard. Currently, Schedule A li sts the 
underlying securities and the corresponding futures to which position accountability 
applies. The ''Futures Symbol" column currently renects the I C and I D contracts. With 
the addition of the weekly futures, this column would need to be updated to include the 
I W- 5W for each underlying security. Rather than unnecessarily lengthen Schedule A, 
OneChicago is proposing to remove the "Futures Symbol" column and rename the 
"Symbol" column to "Underlying Symbol.'' This amendment brings Schedule A in 
conformity with the amendment to Rule 414(g), which clarifies that the position 
accountability rule applies to all contracts overlaying the same security. 

Rule 902. Contract Specifications 

Rule 902 lays out the contract specifications for the SSFs traded on OCX. Among other 
things, Rule 902 lists the trading hours, acceptable underlying securities, trading units, 
and minimum price fluctuations of OCX's SSFs. OncChicago is proposing to amend 
Rule 902 by adding subparagraphs (I) and (m). 

Proposed subparagraph (I) describes the delivery process for SSFs. First, the 
subparagraph states that deUvery of a security underlying an SSF occurs as described in 
the Form of Specifications Supplement for each SSF. The Form of Specifications 
St1pplcment outlines the contract specifications of each OCX SSF individually. 
Subparagraph (I) goes on to state that delivery of the underlying security occurs in the 
standard three day settlement cycle for some SSFs, and in an expedited timeframe for 
others (i.e., our proposed weekly futures). 



Proposed subparagraph (m) describes the settlement of the underlying stock leg of an 
electronically~traded weekly EFP. The two parties to an EPP engage in both a futures 
transaction and a securities transaction (stock). Traditionally, the stock leg of the EFP 
would settle in the normal three-day settlement cycle. In other words, the EFP buyer 
(buying futures/selling stock) and EFP sel ler (selling futures/buying stock) would have 
their stock transaction settled in three days. Because OneChicago expects its market 
participants to utilize EFPs fo r its newly planned weekly futures, the settlement time of 
the stock leg must occur on an expedited basis depending on when in the weekly 
contract 's lifecycle the patties entered the EPP. 

For example, consider the effect of adjusting the delivery of the weekly futures (as 
OneChicago is currently proposing to do), without adjusting the settlement or the stock 
leg of the EFP. ff the patties entered the EFP transaction on the Friday of expiry of the 
weekly futures contract, the stock leg would settle on the following Wednesday (T+3). 
Howevct·, since our weekly futures contract will expire that same day and with delivery 
to occur on a T+ l basis, the underlying stock would be delivered to the EFP buyer (the 
patty who originally bought futures and sold stock upon entering the EFP) before the EFP 
buyer's initial sale of stock even settles. 

ln order to prevent such a result, OneChicago is proposing to expedite the delivery of the 
initial stock leg of the transaction to coincide with the expiry of the futures leg of the 
transaction. Tf the parties transact the EFP anywhere between five days (or greater) 
before the date of expiry of the futures contract and two days before the date of expiry, 
the stock leg will settle in the standard three-day settlement cycle. Therefore, in the case 
of a weekly future expiring on Friday, the parties entering the EFP on and between listing 
Friday and the Wednesday of expiry week will have their stock leg of the EFP settle in 
three days (with settlement occurring Wednesday of expiry week if entered into on 
Friday of the week before expiry week; Thursday of expiry week if entered into on 
Monday of expiry week; Friday of expiry week if entered into on Tuesday of expiry 
week; and Monday of the week after expiry week if entered into on the Wednesday of 
expiry week) . This approach guarantees that, at the latest, the stock leg of the Ef.P will 
settle on the same day as delivery of stock pursuant to the expiring future. 

If the EFP is transacted on Thursday of expiry week, settlement of the stock leg will 
occur in an expedited two-day settlement cycle. Therefore, the stock leg will settle on the 
Monday of the week after expiry week. Similarly, if the EFP is transacted on expiry 
Friday, settlement of the stock leg will occur in an expedited one-day settlement cycle. 
Therefore, the stock leg will also settle on the Monday of the week afl.er expiry week. 

Rule 903. Delivery 

OneChicago is proposing to amend Rule 903 to clarifY that delivery of' the underlying 
security will be made in accordance with the Pt~tures contract specifications (Rule 902, as 
amended above) (as well as the Rules of the Clearing Corporation). 



Rule 905. Form of Specifications Supplement 

The Form of Specifications Supplement lays out the template lor the con1ract 
specifications for each futures contract traded on OCX. OneChicago is proposing to 
amend the Form of Specifications Supplement to include a row titled "Physical Delivery 
Settlement Cycle.'' For our I C and I 0 products> the physical delivery settlement cycle 
will be set at Three Day Settlement. For our weekly flltures, the physical delivery 
settlement cycle will be set at One Day Settlement. 

Appendix A to Chapter 9 

Appendix A to Chapter 9 ("Appendix A.,) was added to explain the adjustment process of 
OneChicago's OCX.NoDivRisk dividend-protected futures products. These products 
were created by OneChicago and listed in 20 I 0. The example in Appendix A is being 
amended to clarify that the weekly funm~s will adjust for dividends in the same way as 
the current 1 D monthly futures (in essence, the new weekly futures will be identical to 
the lD contract except for their shorter life and expedited delivery cycles). 

Appendix B to Chapter 9 

Appendix B to Chapter 9 ("Appendix 13'') lays out the product specifications of the 
OCX.NoDivRisk products. The opening paragraph of Appendix 13 explains the 
symbology of the OCX.NoDivRisk products, which are identified by a "0 " character. 
OneChicago is proposing to amend Appendix B by stating that the "0'' futures are the 
traditional monthly OCX.NoDivRisk pt•oducts, and the "W" futures are the weekly 
OCX.NoDivRisk products. 

* * * 
OneChicago submits this filing pursuant to Commission regulation§ 41 .24. The purpose 
and effect of the foregoing rule amendments is to fac ilitate the listing of weekly futures 
contracts on OCX. Comments on the amendments have not been solicited and none have 
been received. OneChicago is not aware of any substantive opposing views to these 
amendments. 

OneChicago staff has reviewed the core principles applicable to designated contract 
markets, and has concluded that the proposed amendments to the OCX Rulcbook that are 
described above may have some bearing upon the following core principles: 

Core Principle 2: Core Principle 2 requires a Designated Contract Market ("DCM") to 
establish, monitor, and enfot'Ce compliance with its rules. The weekly futures products 
OneChicago intends to list will not pose any additional opportunities for manipulative 
trading activity that OneChicago is not curren tly capable of detecting. 

Core Principle 3: Core Principle 3 requires a DCM to list only contracts that arc not 
readily susceptible to manipulalion. This rule filing complies wilh Core Principle 3 



because the weekly futures products OneChicago plans to list are not readily susceptible 
to manipulation. The new weekly futures will have the same characteristics of OCX's 
current I C and lD contracts, with the exception of expedited delivery of the underlying 
stock upon 'the futme contract's expiry. The expedited delivery characteristic does not 
lend itself to manipulation or any abusive trading practices. 

OneChicago's Compliance Department ("CD'') closely monitors large trader positions 
and firms approaching position Jimi1s. Furthermore, our SSFs overlay equities that trade 
in a deep and liquid cash market where price discovery occurs. OneChicago's daily price 
settlement process looks to the price of the underlying equity in determining a settlement 
price and is not influenced by trading activity. For the above reasons, there is little 
opportunity to manipulate SSF pricing. Additionally, the weekly futures will fall within 
the scope of CD's automated compliance surveillance technology that currently detects 
ami alerts for potential trade violations. 

Core Principle 4: Core Principle 4 requires DCMs to have the capacity and responsibility 
to prevent manipulation, price distortion, and dismptions of the delivery or cash 
settlement pmcess through market survei llance, compliance, and enforcement practices 
and procedures. As stated above, the new weekly futures OneChicago intends to list will 
not pose any additional opportunities for manipulative trading activity that OncChicago is 
not currently capable of detecting. 

Core Principle 7: Core Principle 7 requires DCMs to make available information 
concerning the terms and conditions of the contracts of the DCM and the rules, 
regulations, and mechanisms for executing tta11sactions on the market. This filing 
com pi ies with Core Principle 7 because its purpose is to clarify and explain the operation 
and mechanism of OneChicago's planned weekly futures. Also, OCX displays its 
product listings and specifications on its public website. 

Core Principle 10: Core Principle I 0 requires that DCMs maintain rules and procedures 
to provide for the recording of trade information that enables tht: DCM to assist in the 
prevention of market abuses and provide evidence of any violations of rules of the DCM. 
This filing complies with Core Principle 10 in that all of OneChicago's audit trail and 
trade reconstruction capabilities will apply in identical fashion to its planned weekly 
futures. 

Core Principle 12: Core Principle 12 requires DCMs establish and enforce rules to 
protect markets fi·om abusive practices and to promote fair and equitable trading on the 
market. OneChicago's planned weekly futures will not make its markets more 
susceptible to abusive practices in any way. Additionally, all trades, regardless of expiry 
cycle, will fall within the detection capabilities ofOCX's proprietary compliance system. 

OneChicago certifies that the amendments described above comply with the Act, 
inclt1ding the core principles, and the Commission's regulations promulgated thel'eunder. 
OneChicago further certifies that a copy of this submission has been posted on the 
OneChicago website located at http://www.onechicago.com/?pagc id=8917. 



The effective date of the amended OCX Rulebook is Jam1ary 3, 2014. 

If you have any questions or comments related to this filing, please feel fi·ee to contact 
me by telephone at (3 12) 424-8524 or through e-mail at wbnrazi@onechicago.com. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

~~ 
Waseem Barazi 
ChiefRcgulatory Officer 



EXHIBIT A 

414. Position Limits and Position Accounta bility 

(a) Position limits shall be as established by the Exchange 
from time to time as permitted by Commission Regulation § 41 .25 and as 
set forth in Schedule A to Chapter 4. 8uoh position limits may be specific 
to a partio1:1lar Centraet or delivery l'llOAth or may be established en an 
aggregate basis among Contrasts or delivery lflOnths. Such position limits 
shall be aggregated among contracts that overlay the same commodity and 
expire on the same day. Position limits for weekly contracts are always in 
effect. Except as specified in paragraph (b) below, no Clearing Member, 
Exchange Member or Access Person shall control, or trade in, any number 
of Contracts that exceed any position limits so established by the 
Exchange. Except as specified in paragraph (b) below, no Clearing 
Member, Exchange Member or Access Person sha ll be permitted to enter 
into any transaction on the Exchange that would cause such Clearing 
Member, Exchange Member or Access Person to exceed any position 
limits. 

* * * 
(b) Position Accountability. The Exchange has adopted this 

position accountability rule for security futures products where the 
average dai ly'trading volume in the underlying security exceeds 20 mill ion 
shares and there are more than 40 million shares of the underlying security 
outstanding. A Person owning or controlling more than a specified 
number of futures contracts net long or short in all contracts overlaying the 
same commodity month!; combined (as set forth in Schedule A to this 
Chapter 4, as may be amended from time to time) must provide, in a 
timely fashion, upon l'equest by the Exchange, information regarding the 
nature of the position, trading strategy, and hedging information if 
applicable, and consent to halt increasing their positions when so ordered 
by the Exchange. 

416. Exchange of F uturc for Physical 

(a) A bona fide Exchange of Future for Physica l may be 
entered into with respect to any Contract in accordance with the applicable 
trading increments set forth in the rules governing such Contract, at a 
reasonable price mutually agreed upon by the parties to such transaction. 
Each Exchange of Future for Physical must contain the following four 
essential elements: 



Underl~i 

n& 
Row Symbol 

AAPL 

2 DAC 

3 ,c 

4 csco 

5 EMC 

6 F 

7 PB 

8 FCX 

9 GE 

I 0 IIPQ 

ll lNTC 

(i) A Futures transaction and a transaction in the 
underlying security that are integrally re lated and combined into a 
single transaction with two legs 

(a) One leg being the Futmes and the other leg 
being the underlying security 

(b) Priced as a different ial between the Futures 
and the underlying security. 

(ii) An exchange of rutmes for the underlying security 
where the f't.1tures provide for the translet· of ownership of such 
security to the cash buyer upon performance of the terms of such 
Futures, with delivery to take place withiA a reasonable tit'lle 
thereafter, in accordance with the Futures contract 
specificationspre-vai+iAg oash 1'11BriH~t practice; and 

* * 

Schedule A to Chapter 4* 

Position Position Unit I 
Secw·ity Name 

Futures 
Syi'J'lbel Limit** Accountability*** Multiplier 

Apple Computer Inc. 

Bank Of America Corp 

Citigroup, Inc. 

Cisco Systems, Inc. 

EMC Corporation 

Ford Motor Company 

Facebook, Inc. 

Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold Inc. 

General Electric Company 

Hewlett-Packard Company 

Intel Corporation 

AAPLIC 
AAPLID 
BACIC 
BAG-1-0 
C+G 
G-1-D 
CSGG-H; 
CSGO IO 
EMGIC 
eMG-1-D 
F+G 
.JI+-0 
l4B+G 
.J".B..I.& 
FCXIC 
FCXID 
GSl-G 
~ 
G66G 
GI;+G 

Ge&G 
Ge-l-D 
HPQJC 
IIPQIO 
rNTCIG 

22,500 

22,500 

22,500 

22.500 

22,500 

22,500 

22,500 

I 

22,500 

22,500 

22,500 

22,500 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

tOO 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 



lJ:>ITCID 
JPM IC 

12 JPM J.P. Morgan Chase Co. 
J.PMW 

22,500 100 

I 13 MS Morgan Stanley MS+G 22,500 100 
MS+D 
MSI'+IC 

14 MSFT 'Microsoft Corporation 
MSr:+ID 

22,500 100 

15 MU Micron Technology Inc. MY+G 22,500 100 
M\:1-l-D 
:J:>IGK:1G 

16 NOK Nokia Corporation ADR 
J:>IG~19 

22,500 100 

17 ORCL Oracle Corporation ~ 22,500 100 
GRCL 19 

18 PFE Pfizer !WB+G 22,500 100 
.J1.I2e.I..Q 

19 RF Regions Financial Corporation ~ 22,500 100 RRf) 

RIMM IG 
20 RIMM lResea•·ch In Motion Limited 

RIMMI9 
22,500 100 

I S+G 21 s Sprint-Nextcl 
S+9 

22,500 100 

22 ·T 
1
A T&T Corporation =H-G 22,500 100 

+1-G 
l,l ,A.b:S IC 

23 VALE Vale S.A. ¥,6,61;10 22,500 100 

WFGIC 
24 WFC WELLS FARGO & CO. 22,500 100 

WFCID 
¥HGGIC 

25 YHOO Yahoo!, Inc. ¥11GGIQ 22,500 100 

E~~hange Traded Funds 
' SHM IC 
1EEM ,iShares MSCI Emerging Markets Index 

,613MI9 
22,500 100 

2 jEFA liShares MSCT EAFE Index Fund 
6FA IG 

22,500 100 
EfA ID 

' l ~l,£M IG 
3 jiWM iShares Russell 2000 lndex Fund 22,500 100 

I IWMI9 

4 QQQ PowerShares QQQ 
QQQIC 22,500 100 
QQQID 

5 SPY SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust SP¥+G 22,500 100 
SP¥10 

iPath S&P 500 VIX Sho11-Term Futmes ¥:X:X IC 
6 vxx 

ETN ¥X*D 
22,500 100 

1X6PIG 
7 XLF Financial Select Sector SPDR .XbFID 

22,500 100 

*Positions are aggregated for all classes for· the 
same underlying security 



**Generally, the position limits for single stock 
futures are no greater than 13,500 contracts net 
long or short during the last live trading days of 
an expiring contract month. The products listed 
here qualify for higher position/accountability 
limits. See, OCX Rule 414. 

902. Contract Specifications 

(a) Specificalions Supplements. The general specifications set 
forth in thi s Rule 902 shall be subject to, and qualified by, the specific 
terms applicable ro trading, clearing or settlement of particular Single 
Stock Futures, as provided in supplements (each, a ''Specifications 
Supplement'') fi·om lime to 6me adopted by the Exchange. Each 
Specifications Supplement for a Single Stock Future shall be substantially 
in the form set forth in Rule 905 or such other form tts the Exchange may 
from time to time approve. No Specificatiohs Supplement shall become 
effective until the Exchange has submitted to the Commission (i) a 
ce1tification satisfying the requirements set fo rth in Commission 
Regulation § 4 1.22 and (ii) a filing satisfying the requirements set forth in 
Commission Regulation § 4 1.23, with respect to the Single Stock Future 
to which it relates. 

(b) Underlying Securities. Each Single Stock Futures shall be 
based on an underlying security (the "Underlyi ng Secmity"), which 
satisfies the requil'ements set forth in Commission Regulations § 41 .2 1 (a), 
as may be determined from time to time by the Exchange. 

(c) Trading Hours; Delive1y Months and Termination Dates. 
Single Stock Futures shall be traded during such hours, for deli very in 
such months, and shall terminate on such dates, as may be determined 
t ... bht:') •••• rom t1me to t1me y t e r:-xc 1ange. · 

(d) Trading Unirs . Each Single Stock Future shall represent 
I 00 shares of the Underlying Security, or as otherwise stated by the 
Exchange. 

(c) Minimum Price Fluctuations. The mmunum price 
fluctuation for each Single Stock Futures shall be $0.01 per share, which is 
equal to $1.00 per Contract, or as otherwise stated by the Exchange. 

(t) Speculative PosiNon Limit ot Posirion Accountability Rule 
For purposes of Rule 414, the position limit applicab le to positions in any 
Single Stock Future held during the last five trading days of an expiring 
contract month shall be in accordance with Commission Regulation § 
41.25 and Appendix A to Chapter 4. The position accountabil ity rule 



applies continuously (not just during the last 5 trading days of an expiring 
contract month).and is applicable to all contract months combined. '" 

(g) Las/ Day of 1i-ading. All trad ing in a particular Contract 
shall terminate at the close of business on the termination date of such 
Contrac.t. 

(h) Contract Modifications. The specifications for a particular 
Single Stock Futut'c shall be as set forth in the filing made with respect 
thereto pursuant to Commission Regulation § 41.23. ff any U.S. 
govemmenta l agency or body issues a law, order, ru ling or directive that 
conflicts with the specifications set forth in this Chapter 9 or in any 
Specifications Supplement, such law, order, ruling or di rective shall be 
deemed to take precedence over such specifications and become part of 
this Chapter 9 or of such Spcei fications Supplement and al l open and new 
Contracts shall be subject thereto. 

(i) Comract Ac(justmems. Adjustments to Single Stock 
Futures related to actions or transactions by or affecting the issuer of the 
Underlying Securities shal l be made under the circumstances and in the 
manner from time to time prescribed by the Clearing Corporation. The 
Exchange may designate a class of security futut'es contracts that shall be 
adjusted for the aggregate amount of all cash dividends or distributions 
and shall be repeated by the Exchange to the Clearing Corporation as 
pt'escribed in their By-Laws. 

U) Daily Selllement Price. (I) The Exchange will determine 
the dai ly settlement price for each Single Stock Future Contract by adding 
the average intraday future to stock differential to the last captured sale 
price of the underlying security of the regular trading session as reported 
on the consolidated tape. 

(2) The Exchange will use the following methodology for 
determining the average intraday future to stock differential. 

Throughout the Trading Hours for Single Stock Futures, 
the 6xchange will periodically capture the then current quote for 
each futures contract and its Underlying Security. The Exchange 
will calculate the differential between the capture midpoints and 
el iminate any errant observations. The Exchange wi ll average the 
differentials to produce the average daily di ffct·ential for each 
futures contract. 

(3) Notwithstanding the above, the Exchange may in its 
sole discretion establish a settlement price that it deems to be a fair 
and reasonable reflection of the market. The Exchange will 



considel' all relevant factors, including those discussed in this 
provision, when establishing such a settlement price. 

(k) Final Se/llemen/ Price. The final settlement price of a 
Single Stock Future shall be calculated in accordance with paragraph U), 
un less the final settlement price is fixed in accordance with the Rules and 
By-Laws of the Clearing Corporation. 

(I) Deliverv. Delivery of a security underlying a Single Stock 
Future occurs as described in the Form of Specifications Supplement for 
each Single Stock Future. For certain classes of Single Stock Futures, 
delivery of the underlying security occurs within the three day settlement 
cycle standard in the cash market. For other classes of Single Stock 
Futures, delivery of the underlying security occurs within an expedited 
timeframe. 

(m) Underlving Stock Leg of Exchange of Future (or Physical. 
In the case of a screen-traded (i.e. , non-bilateral) Exchange of Future for 
Physical (' 'EFP") transaction utilizing a weekly Future, the underlying 
security leg will settle in: three days if the EFP was entered into anytime 
between, and including, five days before the date of expiry and two days 
before the date of expiry; two days if the EFP was entered into on the day 
before the date of expiry; and one day if the EFP was entered into on the 
date of expiry. 

903. Delivery 

Delivery of the Underlying Securities upon termination of a Single Stock 
Future, and payment of the price in respect thereof, shall be made in accordance with the 
Rules of the Clearing Corporation and Futures contract specifications. As promptly as 
possible after the receipt of a not:ce of delivery fi·om the Clearing Corporation with 
respect to a Single Stock Future held by a Clearing Member or, if applicable, Exchange 
Member for a Customer, such Clearing Member or, if applicable, Exchange Member 
shall require such Customer to deposit the Underlying Security (in the case of a sh01t 
position) or pay the aggregate price in respect thereat~ in full and in cash (in the case of a 
long position), or in either case, if the transaction is effected in a margin account, to make 
the required margin deposit in accordance with the applicable regulations of the Federal 
Reserve Board. 

905. Form of Specifications Supplement 

Supplement No._ 
Title of Single Stock Future: 

Underlying Security: I 
Futures Symbol: I 



OCXCode: 
Type of Underlying Security: [common stock][American Depositary Receipt] 

[share of exchange traded fimdl [trust issued 
receipt] (share of closed-end management 
investment companyJ [other] 

Trading Hours: 
Delivery Months: Any calendar month up to two years. 
Phx:sical Deliverx: Settlement C~cle 
Termination Dates: Third Friday of contract month and up to four 

additional weekly friday terminations during a 
contract month unless not a trading day, then prior 
Thursday. 

Trading Unit: shares of the Underlying Security 
Minimum Price Fluctuation: $0.0 I 00 pe1· share, equal to $ __ per Contract for 

non-block and non EFP trades 
$0.000 I per share, equal to $_per Contract lor 
block and EFP trades 

Legal Width Market: Common Stock P rice Lee:al Width 
share price < $1 0 $.25 

$1 0 < share price < $50 $ .50 
$50 < share price $1.00 

Position Limit or Position Accountability: As set forth in Schedule A to Chapter 4 as amended 
from time to time by the Exchange. 

Reportable Position: 200 Contracts 

Append ix A to Chapter 9* 

OCX.NoDivRisk™ Processing Example 
• ABCID/ABCIW- 5W futures settles at $10.00 on the business day prior to ex-

date. 
• ABC stock closes at $10.00 on the business day prior to ex-date. 
• ABC stock is paying a $0.25 dividend. 
• On the business day prior to ex-date, the exchange notifies OCC of the adjustment 

amount and publishes an OCX.NoDivRisk Adjustment notice. 
• On ex-date, OCC adjusts the prior business day's settlement for all ABC I D 

futu l'es downward by the adjustment amount, which equals the sum of all 
distributions going "ex" that day. In this example, OCC adjusts the prior day's 
settlement price to $9.75. 



Appendix B to Chapter 9** 

OCX.NoDivRisi<TM Products Specifications 

As provided for in Rule 902(i), the exchange has designated OCX.NoDivRisk products as 
a class of security futures contracts that shal l be adjusted for the aggregate amount of all 
cash dividends or distributions and shall be reported by the Exchange to the Clearing 
Corporation as prescribed in their By-Laws. OCX.NoDivRisk products are identified by 
a "D" as the ending character in the OncChicago symbol for the month ly 
OCX.NoDivRisk products and by a "W" as the ending character in the OneChicago 
symbol for the weekly OCX.NoDivRisk products. 



EXIUBIT B 

OneChicago ~ 
Via Electronic Mail 

December +2_0, 2013 

Ms. Melissa Jurgens 
Secretary 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Three Lafayette Centre 
1155 21st Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20581 

Re: Security Futures Product Rule Submission - Amendments to the OCX Rulebook 
to Incorporate Weekly Futures - Revised Submission 

Dear Ms. Jurgens: 

Pursuant to section 5c(c)(l) of the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended (the "Act''), 
and § 41.24§ 40.6(a) of the regulations promulgated by the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission ("CFTC" or the "Commission") under the Act, OneChicago, LLC 
("OneChicago," "OCX,, or the "Exchange") hereby submits the following amendments 
to the OCX Rulcbook to incorporate weekly futures with shortened physical delivery 
settlement cycles. This revised filing contains technical revisions to OCX's December 
I 0, 2013 filing. A red line version of OCX's original filing is attached as Exhibit B. 
OCX's original filing was not placed on its public website at the time of filing. 
Thcrdore, OCX is revising the effective date of its original filing to provide market 
participants with sufficient notice of the original submission. No substantive changes 
have been made to OCX's original December I 0, 2013 filing. The U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission ("SEC") has informed OCX that OCX does not need to file this 
rule certification with the SEC. Although OCX already lists weekly futures, the 
Exchange is submitting the following amendments to conform the OCX Rulebook to the 
operation of the expedited physical delivery settlement feature of the new weekly 
futures.'1 OCX is self eertifying these elutAges fHJrsuaRt to Commission reg'\ilation § 
40.6(a). 

Rltlc414. Position Limits and Position Accountability 

4 OncChicago plans to delis! its current weekly futures, which are not dividend-protected und do not have 
the expedited physical delivery settlement feature of the new weekly futures. 



Rule 414 grants the Exchange authority to establish position litnits as permitted by the 
Commission. The rule describes the requi rements for market participants to comply with 
position limits, describes the process for seeking an exemption rrom position limits, and 
sets fo rth the position accountability rule. The rule is being amended to explain that 
contracts overlay ing the same commodity5 and expiring on the same day are aggregated 
for the purposes of position limits. Currently, OneChieago lists two types of futures 
contracts: its traditional " 1 C" product and its OCX.NoDivRisk® ''I D'' product. With the 
planned introduction of weekly futures, OneChicago wi ll have an additional contract 
expiring on each monthly expiry day (i.e., the third Friday of each month) that it wi II 
aggregate with the I C and I D contracts for purposes of position limits. 

In accordance with · industry practice, OneChicago futures contracts (the I C and I D) 
expire on the third Friday of evety month. OneChicago's planned weekly Mures wi ll be 
denoted by the symbol "W." Unlike our traditional monthly futures in which each month 
contains on ly two contracts (the l C and I D) for each underlying security, there will be 
multiple weekly contracts overlaying an identical security in one calendar month. Each 
consecutive week will be tagged with a numerical suffix corresponding to which week of 
the month the contract expires in. For example, the contract expiring the first Friday of 
the month wi ll be the I W for that month, the contract expiring the second Friday of the 
month will be the 2W for that month, and so fmth. Every month will therefore have 
either four or five weekly contracts listed, depending on the number of weeks in that 
particular month. 

When the new weekly futures begin trading on OCX, the 3W will expire alongside the 
I C and I D contracts on the third Friday of every month. Since the same concerns with 
regard to orderly expiry cycles apply to the new 3 W contract as do to the I C and I D, 
OCX is amending its Rule 414 to clarify that position limits apply to all contracts with 
the same underlying and that expire on the same day.6 

Furthermore, Rule 414 will be amended to add that position limits for weekly futures 
contr·acts will always be in effect. Cul'l'ently, position limits are in place for the last five 
days of trading before expiry. The weekly futures will be listed for a maximum dmation 
of six business days (listed on the Friday of the week before expiry week and expire the 
following Friday). If OneChicago did not impose constant position limits on weekly 
futures, the Exchange would be allowing market participants to exceed position limits 
that are not yet effective on listjng Friday, but then require them to immediately reduce 
their positions before the close of business on that same day. In order to prevent the 
market disruption that may result from such a nr1e, OncChicago is imposing a constant 
position limit requirement on weekly futures . 

. 
s OneChicago's products are limited to Security Futures, which are defined as "contract[s] for the sale or 
future delivery of a single security or of a narrow-based security index." See 7 USC la(44). No 
OncChicago products overlay a commodity. OneChicago plans to amend its Rulcbook in a future filing to 
remove references to any "undcl'lying commodity." 
6 In practice, OneChicago expects nearly all market participants uti lizing its weekly futures to file position 
limit exemptions for their trading in the weekly fu tures contracts because they will be utilizing the contracts 
in Exchange of Future for Physical transactions, which are considered "qualified hedge transactions" for 
purposes ofOCX Rule 414(b). 



Finally, Rule 414(g) regarding position accountability will be amended to clarify that the 
position accountability rule applies to all contracts overlaying the same commodity. 

Rule 416. Exchange of Future for Physical 

Rule 416 lists the requirements for engaging in an Exchange of Future for Physical 
("EFP") transaction. An EFP involves the simultaneous sale (purchase) of stock and 
purchase (sale) of corresponding futures. In economic substance, an EFP utilizing single 
stock ft1t11res (''SSFs") is identical to securities lending and equity repo transactions. 

Rule 416(ii) lists the requirement of an EFP that the clelivery of the security underlying 
an EFP take place according to prevailing cash market practice. OneChicago is 
amending Rule 416(ii) to require that the delivery of the security underlying an EFP take 
place according to the Futures contract specifications, which are located in OCX Rule 
902. OCX is making this change because delivery of the underlying security upon 
entering the EPP will no longer necessarily take place in the three-day settlement cycle 
that is the prevailing cash market practice. Rather, delivery of the underlying security 
wil l take place according to the contract specifications. For more infoJ·mation regarding 
these changes, please see the description of the changes of OCX Rule 902, below. 

Schedule A to Chapter 4 

Schedtde A to Chapter 4 ("Schedule A") generally identifies those futmes with position 
limit levels greater than the 13,500 contract standard. Cunently, Schedule A lists the 
underlying securities and the corresponding flJtlll'es to which position accountability 
applies. The ''Futures Symbol" column currently reflects the IC and I D contracts. With 
the addition of the weekly futures, this column would need to be updated to include the 
IW- 5W for each underlying security. Rather than unnecessarily lengthen Schedule A, 
OneChicago is proposing to remove the "Futures Symbol" column and rename the 
"Symbol" column to ''Underlying Symbol." This amendment brings Schedule A in 
conformity with the amendment to Rule 414(g), which clarifies that the position 
accountability rule applies to all contracts overlaying t11e same security. 

Rule 902. Contract Specifications 

Rule 902 lays out the contract specifications for· the SSFs traded on OCX. Among other 
things, Rule 902 lists the trading hours, acceptable underlying securities, trad ing units, 
and minimum price fluctuations of OCX's SSFs. OneChicago is proposing to amend 
Rule 902 by adding subparagraphs (I) and (m). 

Proposed subparagraph (I) describes the delivery process for SSFs. First, the 
subparagraph states that delivery of a security underlying an SSF occurs as described in 
the Porm of Specifications Supplement for each SSP. The Form of Specifications 
Supplement outlines the contract specifications of each OCX SSF individually. 
Subparagraph (I) goes on to state that delivery of the underlying security occurs in the 



standard three day settlement cycle for some SSFs, and in an expedited timefi·ame for 
others (i.e., our proposed weekly futures). 

Proposed subparagraph (m) describes the settlement of the underlying stock leg of an 
electronically-traded weekly EFP. The two parties to an EPP engage in both a futures 
transaction and a securities transaction (stock). Tradi1ionally, the stock leg of the EFP 
would settle in the normal three-day settlement cycle . In other words, the EFP buyer 
(buying futures/selling stock) and EFP seller (selling futures/buying stock) wou ld have 
their stock transaction settled in three days. Because OneChicago expects its market 
participants to utilize EFPs for its newly planned weekly futures, the settlement time of 
the stock leg must occur on an expedited basis depending on when in the weekly 
contract's lifccycle the parties entered the EFP. 

ror example, consider the effect of adjusting the delivery of the weekly fLllmes (as 
OneChicago is currently proposing to do), without adjusting the settlement of the stock 
leg of the EFP. If the ptHties entered the EFP transaction on the Friday or expiry of the 
weekly futures contract, the stock leg would sellle on the following Wednesday (T+ 3). 
However, since our weekly futures contract will expire that same day and with delivery 
to occur on a T+ l basis, the underlying stock would be delivered to the EFP buyer (the 
party who originally bought futures and sold stock upon entering the EFP) before the EFP 
buyer' s initial sale of stock even settles. 

ln order to prevent such a result, OneChicago is proposing to expedite the delivt:ry of the 
initial stock leg of the transaction to coincide with the expiry of the futures Jeg of the 
transaction. If the parties transact the EFP anywhere between five days (or greater) 
before the date of expiry of the futures contract and 1wo days before the date of expiry, 
the stock leg wi II settle in the standard three-day settlement cycle. Therefore, in the case 
of a weekly future expiring on Friday, the parties entering the EFP on and between listing 
Friday and the Wednesday of expiry week will have their stock leg of the EfP settle in 
three days (with settlement occurring Wednesday of expiry week if entered into on 
Friday of the week before expiry week; Thtll'sday of expiry week if entered into on 
Monday of expi ry week; Friday of expiry week if entered into on Tuesday of expiry 
week; and Monday of the week after expiry week if entered into on the Wednesday of 
expiry week). This approach guarantees that, at the latest, the stock leg of the EFP will 
settle on the same day as delivery of stock pursuant to the expiring future. 

If the EFP is transacted on Thursday of expiry week, settlement of the stock leg will 
occur in an expedited two-day settlement cycle. Therefore, the stock leg will setile on the 
Monday of the week after expiry week. Similarly, if the EFP is transacted on expiry 
Priday, settlement or the stock leg wi ll occur in an expedited one~day settlement cycle. 
Therefore, the stock leg will also settle on the Monday of the week after expiry week. 



Rule 903. Delivery 

OneChicago is proposing to amend Rule 903 to clarify that delivery of the undcl'lying 
security will be made in accordance with the Futures contract specifications (Rule 902, as 
amended above) (as well as the Rules of the Clearing Corporation). 

Rule 905. Form of Specifications Supplement 

The Form of Specifications Supplement lays out the template for the contract 
specifications for each f-utures contract traded on OCX. OneChicago is pmposing to 
amend the Form of Specifications Supplement to include a t·ow titled "Physical Delivery 
Settlement Cycle." For out· l C and I D products, the physical del ivcry settlement cycle 
will be set at Three Day Settlement. For our weekly futures, the physical delivery 
settlement cycle will be set at One Day Settlement. 

Appendix A to Chapter 9 

Appendix A to Chapter 9 ("Appendix A") was added to explain the adjustment process of 
OncChicago' s OCX.NoDivRisk dividend-protected fut-ures products. These products 
were created by OneChicago and listed in 20 I 0. The example in Appendix A is being 
amended to clarify that the weekly futures will adjust for dividends in the same way as 
the current lD monthly fut-ures (in essence, the new weekly futUI'es will be identical to 
the 10 contract except for their shorter life and expedited delivery cycles) . 

Appendix B to Chapter 9 

Appendix B to Chapter 9 (" t\ppendix B") lays out the product specifications of the 
OCX.NoDivRisk products. The opening paragraph of Appendix B explains the 
symbology of the OCX.NoDivRisk products, which arc identified by a "D» character. 
OneChicago is proposing to amend Appendix B by stating that the "D" futures are the 
traditiona l monthly OCX.NoDivRisk products, and the "W" futures are the weekly 
OCX.NoDivRisk products. 

* * * 
OneChicago submits this filing pursuant to Commission reg\tlation § 41.24§ 40.6fa), The 
purpose and effect of the foregoing rule amendments is to facilitate the listing of weekly 
futut·es contracts on OCX. Comments on the amendments have not been sol icited and 
none have been received. OneChicago is not aware of any substantive opposing views to 
these amendments. 

OncChicago staff has reviewed the core principles applicable to designated contract 
markets, and has concluded that the proposed amendments to the OCX Rulebook that are 
described above may have some bearing upon the following core principles: 



Core p,·inciple 2: Core Principle 2 req11ires a Designated Contract Market ("DCM") to 
establish, monitor, and enforce compliance with its rules. The weekly futures products 
OneChicago intends to list will not pose any additional opportunities for manipulative 
trading activity that OneChicago is not currently capable of detecting. 

Core Prindpie 3: Core Principle 3 requires a DCM to list only contracts that are not 
readi ly susceptible to manipulation. This rule filing complies with Core Principle 3 
because the weekly futures products OneChicago plans to list are not readily susceptible 
to manipulation. The new weekly futures will have the same characteristics of OCX's 
cunent I C and lD contracts, with the exception of expedited delivery of the underlying 
stock upon the future contract's expiry. The expedited delivery characteristic does not 
lend itself to manipulation or any abusive trading practices. 

OneChicago's Compliance Department ("CD") closely monitors large trader positions 
and firms approaching position limits. Furthermore, our SSFs overlay equities that trade 
in a deep and liquid cash market where price discovery occurs. OneChicago's daily price 
settlement process looks to the price of the underlying equity in determining a settlement 
price and is not inflt1enced by trading activity. For the above reasons, there is little 
opportunity to manipulate SSF pricing. Additionally, the weekly futures will fall within 
the scope of CD's automated compliance surveillance technology that currently detects 
and alerts for potential trade violations. 

Core Principle 4: Core Principle 4 requires DCMs to have the capacity and responsibi iHy 
to prevent manipulation1 price distortion, and disruptions of the delivery or cash 
setllement process through market surveillance, compliance, and enforcement practices 
and procedures. As stated above, the new weekly futures OneChicago intends to list will 
not pose any additional opportunities for manipulative trading activity that OneChicago is 
not cunently capable of detecting. 

Core Principle 7: Core Principle 7 requires DCMs to make available in format ion 
concern ing the terms and conditions of the contracts of the DCM and the rules, 
regulations1 and mechanisms for executing transactions on the market. This filing 
complies with Core Principle 7 because its purpose is to clarity and explain the operation 
and mechanism of OneChicago's planned weekly futu res. Also, OCX displays its 
product listings and specifications on its public website. 

Core Pr;t,ciple 10: Core Principle LO requires that DCMs maintain rules and procedures 
to provide for the recording of trade information that enables the DCM to assist in the 
prevention of market abuses and provide evidence of any violations of rules of the DCM. 
This filing complies with Core Principle I 0 in that all of OncChicago's audit trail and 
trade reconstruction capabilities will apply in identical fashion to its planned weekly 
futures. 

Core Principle 12: Core Principle L2 requires DCMs establish and enforce rules to 
protect markets fi·om abusive practices and to promote fair and equitable trading on the 
market. OneChicago's planned weekly futures will not make its markets more 



susceptible to abusive practices in any way. Additionally, all trades, regardless of expiry 
cycle, will fall within the detection capabilities ofOCX's proprietary compliance system. 

OneChicago certifies that the amendments described above comply with the Act, 
including the core principles, and the Commission's regulations promulgated thereunder. 
OneChicago further certi fies that a copy of this submission has been posted on the 
OneChicago website located at lntp://www.onechicago.com/?page id=8917. 

The effective date of the amended OCX Rulebook is f>eceR'!ber 30, 20 13January 3, 20 14. 

If you have any questions or comments related to this filing, please feel free to contact 
me by telephone at (31 2) 424-8524 or through e-mail at wbarazi@onech icago.com. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

{jlJ~ fl/1-ff 
Waseem Baraz.i 
ChiefRegulatory Officer 


